
 

SELF PORTRAIT AS A COMPANY MAN IN THREE VOICES 

 

1.   2.    3. 

 

In any given situation the actor surprises  

through the third entrance. 

 

Hands, 

two performers  

“DISCOVERED”  

Backstage----> 

 

by a poet of costume,  

and sickness, and rural moments, 

and of the town that once carried a ferris wheel in her belly, 

her beaches now broken up by concrete blocks, sloping dull rock. 

 

Two hands? To turn earth, 

       to turn a script,  

   they know how to play, 

and are at home  

in the village of stone and sea,  

they are here to play. 

 

      As a child I doodled in church,  

      drew my way out the entrance: 

a “Fist as Big “ 

as a stone heart  

                          beating against a rock. 

I improvised, left it all on the stage, 

my bald fear, a dry socket  

in my bottomed out  

belly. 

 

(Only recently have I learned to breathe  

in quiet moments.) 

 

Many faces to prepare: old crone gone 

mad in a moment 

of silence and clarity.  

Her future a blown field,  

sod curled up and in play 

with wind from the north,  

her future a dirty meal  

in her lover’s belly. 

The future a bald knoll in a broad black sky.  

No longer could she entrance, 

her crone heart dry as prop crackers  

on stage. 



 

“The village beaches are rife with broken blocks,  

rebar and dull granite rock,” 

they foster no growth  

other than tough marsh grass  

with the mind of a rock, 

which is a fist against erosion,  

a fist against the sea,  

which from the moment 

of conception has been repeating  

the same motion  

and then stepping back to stage. 

 

 

Footlights brighten, shorts the shadows,  

the crisscross lights that play 

up the flesh  

and glamor the air darkly.  

 

“To breathe is to become” an entrance. 

After all, to have a body is to be a lover,  

No, a locket for words. “To have a body  

is to seek” a full belly. 

Speak for the high boss.  

Seek that which vibrates deep in the belly, 

seek the thrum, heat running under mantle  

and bedrock. 

A body is more than a folly for mouth and foot.  

Poetry is an entrance 

to another way of life.  

of breath,  

of building a line  

to a moment. 

How else shall I wile away the hour?  

To play 

is to live. 

   “I am a company man, after all, 

 a bank of wigs backstage.” 

But shorter hours come, and the heart  

composed for the stage 

falls onto the spoon  

of the common belly. 

 

       To breathe is to live.  

To breathe is to pray.  

“Musicians? They did play 

here once,” 

as there was an audience once,  

to watch ribs,  

to watch glass rocks, 



to drink up champagne,  

our costumed moments 

as if clothes and pretty words  

could with simple breath entrance 

the mind beyond memory.  

The belly heart longs, the belly heart wants,  

surrounded by foam rocks, 

in wigs.       The light playing across the skin  

makes a moment, 

a scene come alive in the throat  

of the mind,  

our play,  

your    final     entrance.  
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